Naked Networking
Welcome to NAKED NETWORKING, a new way to “expose” yourself to new business
(and life) possibilities.  Today’s competitive marketplace demands results and a
powerful circle of influence can help you achieve your objectives.  However, it’s easy to
make excuses not to network or let yourself be fearful of the vulnerability-first attitude
necessary to reach your goals. The easy-to-remember N.A.K.E.D. acronym explores
this fear, how to overcome it, and how you can build and maintain professional networks
to experience huge breakthroughs.
Explore how NAKED NETWORKING can help you shift your intention of getting ahead
into real-world action.  Get ready to interact with the Kari through real world success
stories, in-presentation polls, and have some fun along the way with this high-energy
presentation that’s guaranteed to leave an impression!

LinkedIn Logic
Networking has unlimited potential, but only for those willing to take risks and work
outside comfort zones to explore new possibilities. Discover why people with dated
mindsets get left behind when they choose self-sabotage and neglect, rather than
professional sense and assertiveness with LinkedIn.
We don’t want you to ATTEND this presentation, we invite you to EXPERIENCE it with
interactive audience polls designed to guide content based on live participant input. See
how proven LinkedIn strategies are applied in real-world stories using logic as the basis
for improved professional outcomes!

Career Dating
Awkward conversations, sweaty palms and that nervous feeling in your stomach are
often acceptable commonplace when dating. However, exposing yourself to new career
opportunities isn’t unique to just the romance department.  Often, roller coaster
emotions and self-doubt plague individuals in the workplace just as they do in the dating
world. Unfortunately, this mindset can halt productivity and result in people getting
“stuck” professionally, perhaps resulting in years of being stagnant and hindering your
own career (and company!).
Instead, take charge of your career and empower yourself with knowledge through this
Career Dating keynote.  The long-term employment days are over, so it’s even more
important to wield that power and grasp that knowledge as you move through your
career.
Whether you’re interested in making the most of the career you already or you’re
pondering a complete promotion, in-company title change or new experience altogether,
this humorous approach to dating with career development will help prepare you for a
better future.

